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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with the correction of the cross sections of the 
high energy multiparticle production in the case when the detection of the 
secondary particles has a probability less than the unity. Generalizing the 
usual generator functional technique we get a universal method. The possibi­
lity of the getting of the true distributions is proved under some conditions 
we have considered and some examples are given.
Our results can be applied in bubble chamber measurements of neut­
ral particles, in counter experiments, for the inclusive reactions as well 
as for the exclusive ones.
АННОТАЦИЯ
В работе изучаются проблемы восстановления поперечных сечений мно­
жественного рождения при высоких энергиях, в том случае когда вероятность ре­
гистрации вторичных частиц меньше чем 1. Расширив известную технику производя­
щих функционалов получен универсальный метод восстановления. Возможность вос­
становления оригинальных распределений, при некоторых условиях, справдана, кон­
кретные примеры показаны.
Наши результаты применимы при измерении нейтральных частиц в пузырько­
вых камерах, при счетчиковых экспериментах, для инклюзивных и также для экс­
клюзивных реакций.
KIVONAT
Nagyenergiájú sokrészecskekeltés hatáskeresztmetszeteinek meghatá­
rozásával foglalkozunk, abban az esetben, amikor a szekunder részecskék de­
tektálási valószinüségé 1-nél kisebb. A szokásos generátorfunkcionálos 
technikát általánosítva univerzális korrekciós módszert kapunk. Bebizonyítjuk, 
hogy bizonyos feltételek mellett lehetséges az eredeti eloszlások rekonstru­
álása, konkrét példákat is mutatunk.
*A kapott eredmények alkalmazhatók semleges részecskék buborókkam- 
rás mérésénél, ezámlálós kísérletekben, inkluziv és exkluzív reakciókra is.
I» Introduction
This paper deals with the reconstructions of the true multiparticle 
production cross sections from the experimental ones when the detection of 
secondary particles has a probability less than the unity [l] • Generalizing 
the familiar generator functional technique of multiparticle final states 
[2,3], universal method of reconstruction has been obtained.
In part II we recapitulate the phenomenology of multiparticle 
distributions and generator functionals, in part III the detection losses 
will be specified, in part IV we shall present the reconstruction method.
The part V deals with the applications, part VI contains the conclusions.
II» Distribution functions of multiparticle final states [2]
Let us introduce the function denoting the exclusive distri­
bution of n-particle final state and choose its norm as usual:
^s(n4 k 1,...,kn)dk1»..dkn=n!pn , /11.1/
where pn is the probability of the fixed n multiplicity and кр is the momen­
tum of the r ’th secondary particle.
Following Feynman [4] let us define the inclusive distribution 
function of order
fCj)^k1....,kj)“£ ^ ~ j y T  s(n)Ck1,...,kn)dkij+1...dkn . /и.2/
Both the exclusive and the inclusive distribution functions can be 
expressed by the derivatives of the very same functional F £h(.)J :
«(И)(ka  V. a . f • • •
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From eqs. /11.3-4/ the equivalence theorem can be deduced:
The exclusive distributions can be expressed in terms of inclusive distri­
butions [2] .
2III» Measured distribution functions
If the detection efficiency of the secondary particles is less 
than 1, we measure a distribution different from the true one. Let us denote 
the measured distributions by s n , f  ^ and pn consequently.
Let us assume that the detection probability ou of a certain secon­
dary particle depends on the momentum of the particle and is independent of 
the other secondariess ш  = ш(к) • How we can establish the following relation 
between the true and the measured exclusive distribution functions:
s (n)(k^,• . kn)=
oo
= (m.n) , ^ 8 ^ra) Скх, ..., km)о.(кх) ... ш(кп) UJ6cn+1) dkn+1. .. cu(km) dkm ,
/III.1/
where we have used the notation Co«=l-uj.
The question arising here is whether the true distributions s^n  ^
could be obtained from the measurable s ^  distributions or not. The answer 
is: in principle it can be done, the reconstruction method does exist.
i
IV. Reconstructibility of the generator functional
We do not try to solve the eq. /III.1/ for s^n  ^ but we are going 
to show: how to reconstruct the generator functional F defined by eq. /11.3/ 
or eq. /11.4/.
Using eq. /11.3/, the generator functional can be obtained as:
o o
F[h(.)] (ki.... kn) h(k^) dk^. . .h(kn)dkn .
' /IV.1/
Let us introduce the generator functional of the measurable distri­
butions too:
oo Г
p[h(.)] = X I “ f\8 (k^,.. ,,kn)h(k1) dk1#. .h(kn) dkn .
n=0 J , ,/IV.2/
If we substitute eq. /111.1/ into eq. /IV.2/ we get: 
p[h(.)] =
oo
“^ ^ l eím)(kl*,**,km ^ U,íkl)E(kl)+ffi6cl^ dkl— ( « A J b i b J  + í & J  dl^ -/iv^3/
Using again /11.3/ and putting it into the right-hand side of /IV.3/,
summing up the functional Taylor series the result is as follows:
p[h(.)J =F [urf.)h(.> + й(.)]
/IV.4/
A further algebraic transformation of arguments leads to the fundamental 
reconstruction formula:
p[hi.)] <= p [V l t .V .) r.j-
L w(.) /IV.5/
This result makes possible the reconstructions of all original distributions 
from the measured data, at least in principle.
V. Applications
Exclusive distributions
Using eqs. /11.3/, /IV.2/ and the Taylor expansion of eq. /IV.5/ 
around zero function, the formula giving s ^  in terms of the functions s ^  
can be obtained:
/ V•w( V i ) d]V i
/V.!/
where the statistical weight functions w and v! have been introduced; see 
ref. [1]:
w = — ■ , w = w-1 . /V.2/
Eq. /V.l/ has of practical value only if uj is close to unity. In such a case 
the first term will be dominating in the right-hand side of eq. /V.l/ and 
the further terms are monotonously decreasing with i and can be taken as 
corrections. Por example the measured two-particle exclusive distribution 
can be corrected as
s (2) (k1,k2) =
=w(k1)w(k2) |s(2)(k1,k2) - ^ 3)(k1,k2,k3)w(k3) dk3 + -|-js(4) w(k3)dky?(k4) dk4±...'
-(2) /V’3/where the usual approximation for the distribution is s 4 .
Inclusive distributions
Using eqs. /11.4/, /IV.5/ , the relation between the true and the 
measured inclusive distributions can be obtained as:
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f ^ ( k ,  ,...,k.)=f^4k,,...,k.)w(k,) .. ,w(k.) .х J 1 J x J /V
We remark that the reconstruction of the inclusive distributions is much
simpler than that of the exclusive distributions.
Multiplicity distributions and moments
Using the normalization of s^n\  having integrated the eq. /V.l/ 
we obtain the multiplicity distribution as:
oo
pn=i r r ^ T T “ 13 *S (k1».».,kn+i)w(k1) .. .W(kn) w(kn+i) ...W(kn+i) dki.. .dk .
1=0 / v .5/
This formula can be applied practically only if Co is close to the unity. If 
it is not fulfilled, we have to confine ourselves to reconstruct the moments 
of the distribution pn . If we integrate /11.2/, the following result can be 
obtained:
OQ
, к .) dk,.. .dk , = ^ ~ p  —  e F
/V.6/
where F. is the so-called factorial moment of order j. Substituting eq. /V.4/tj
into /V.6/ we can obtain the simple reconstruction formula of F^ which remains 
useful for application for moderate j even if oo is small:
F. в \f ^ ^  (k, ,.. .,k .)w (k,) dk, .. ,w (k .) dk . .j j  J j j  у!
The details of the multiplicity estimation method can be found in refs. [5] 
and [б] .
VI. Conclusions
We have considered the most frequent type of losses occurring at the 
detection of the secondary particles in the high energy physics experiments, 
and the following results have been obtained:
1. / It has been shown that the generator functional technique is 
adequate to handle the detection losses.
2. / In the limit of infinitely large statistics the reconstructibi- 
lity of an arbitrary distribution from the measured data of the secondaries 
has been proved.
3. / Applicability of the formulae:
a./ The reconstruction of the inclusive distributions is rela­
tively simple.
- 5 -
b. / Exclusive distributions can also be reconstructed when
the detection losses are small.
c. / If the above mentioned conditions are not fulfilled, the
reconstruction of the multiplicity distribution is not 
too efficient, but the binomial moments still can be ob­
tained.
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